The rapid growth of social data in the form of videos, microblog posts and other items shared on social media presents new opportunities for learning user behavior and preferences. Bayesian models have been used widely for modeling social data, since they capture uncertainty and prior knowledge, avoid overfitting, and can be easily extended to incorporate new types of data. Researchers have used a variety of inference procedures to learn model parameters from data. Specifically, Stochastic Gradient Fisher Scoring (SGFS) method was recently proposed for efficient inference. This method samples from a Bayesian posterior using small number of data samples in each iteration, instead of the entire data, to speed up the inference process. In this paper we explore the feasibility of SGFS for social data mining. We find that SGFS often outperforms other inference methods in dense data, but it fails in the sparse "long-tail" where there are not enough instances for it to learn parameters. This is problematic, because social data often has long-tailed distribution. To address this problem, we propose hybrid SGFS (hSGFS) and evaluate its performance on a variety of social data sets. We find that hSGFS is better able to predict held out items in data sets that have a long-tailed distribution.
INTRODUCTION
A large -and growing -amount of social data has become available for analysis in recent years. These data include usergenerated content, such as videos, photographs, blogs and microblogs shared by social media users, but also social annotations, ratings, and recommendations of this and other content. Social data can be mined to learn models of user behavior, user preferences and Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than the author(s) must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. interests, topics of items and relations between them, identify communities of like-minded users, and so on. Such models could, for example, be used to filter the vast amount of new user-generated content to deliver to users only the relevant, timely or interesting items. Researchers have proposed a variety of statistical models [8, 12, 11, 7] to learn users' preferences and items' topics from the items they, and their friends, have shared in social media.
Bayesian models are appealing for social data mining for several reasons. They allow researchers to incorporate prior knowledge, capture uncertainty in the hidden parameters and avoid overfitting. Bayesian models can also be easily extended to include additional sources of evidence, such as words [12] or how much attention a user pays to friends [7] . Several inference algorithms have been developed to estimate the hidden parameters of Bayesian models in a tractable way [2, 14, 4, 10, 5] . Some recently proposed methods apply stochastic optimization for large-scale Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods to Bayesian models. Stochastic Gradient Langevin Dynamics method (SGLD) [13] approximates the gradient over the whole data set using small number of samples of data (mini-batch) with Gaussian noise injected to avoid collapsing the estimate to a local MAP point. Stochastic Gradient Fisher Score (SGFS) [1] extends SGLD to speed up inference with "Bayesian Central Limit Theorem". This enables SGFS to efficiently estimate parameters for large and dense data.
In this paper, we explore the feasibility of parallelized SGFS for scalable social data mining, specifically focusing on the task of social recommendation using CTR [12] . Social media data is often characterized by a long tail of very sparse data. Unfortunately, SGFS underperforms other inference methods because it cannot construct a large enough mini-batch for an unbiased sample of sparse data. We propose a hybrid solution that takes advantage of SGFS speed up for dense data and uses a standard inference method that is fast for sparse data. We show that the parallelized hybrid SGFS inference algorithm is better able to predict held out ratings than parallelized SGFS that do not take the sparseness of social media data into account.
COLLABORATIVE TOPIC REGRESSION
Collaborative Topic Regression (CTR) [12] combines collaborative filtering and probabilistic topic modeling. It captures the user interests (u) and item topics (v) from user item adoption observations and the descriptions, or words, of items. The topics (θj ) of items to explain contents are generated from Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] and latent variable ǫj that offsets the topic proportions θj to topics proportions (vj ). v IK) captures the differences between topics that explain the contents of documents (θ) and those that explain recommendations (v). Depending on the choice of λv, item j's topic distribution θj is perturbed to create latent vector vj , which could be similar to θj or diverge from it: vj ∼ N (θj, λ
INFERENCE METHODS
Given the probabilistic model, which captures the generative process by which the data was created, we infer the values of parameters of interest using statistical inference.
Parallelized SGFS
SGFS can be run in parallel to speed up the inference algorithm. At each iteration, we randomly select and distribute users or items, then P processors update each user or item individually. We develop parallelized SGFS for CTR that we will use to analyze social media data using OpenMP 1 . We discard samples from burn in periods and collect samples for U and V in each iterations.
Parallelized Hybrid SGFS
Social data is often highly heterogeneous and characterized by a long-tailed distribution [9, 6] . For social recommendation applications, this translates into a few users rating many items and many users rating few items, and vice versa. In sparse regions of data, where there are few observations, SGFS will not perform well, since there are not enough data points for constructing an unbiased mini-batch. We propose a hSGFS inference scheme that can handle data that follows a long tail distribution. The idea behind the scheme is that hidden variables with enough observations for the Central Limit Theorem to hold (NCLT ) will be inferred using SGFS, while those with few observations will be inferred using Gradient Descent with learning rate µ and momentum m. 
KDD.
In KDD Cup 2012 track 1, Tencent Weibo released the dataset for the user-item adoption prediction task. Like other social networking sites, users can follow other users and adopt items to share interests in Tencent Weibo. In this work, we only used user-item adoption matrix and item descriptions. We examine only active users who adopted at least 30 items in the training set, resulting in 24,962 users, 6,095 items, and 2 mil user-item adoptions. For evaluation, we use the provided test set of the KDD Cup (0.8 mil recommended items) and the answers containing items actually adopted by users. The sparseness of this data is 98.75%, with users adopting on average 77 items with median of 58 items.
CiteULike.
At CiteULike, users create personal reference libraries to bookmark and organize a set of articles using their own tags, follow other users, and subscribe to groups with similar interests in research areas. We obtained a copy of CiteULike dataset on Feb 2013, containing the public information about users, papers, tags that have been used by users to describe papers, and the group information that link users to group by subscription. Since the title and the abstract information are not available from the copy of CiteULike, we merged all tags used by all users to describe each article and use them for item description. We selected users adopted at least 10 papers and papers has been adopted at least 5 times, resulting in 5,204 users, 31,204 items with total 303,077 adoptions, and 29,321 tags. The sparseness of this dataset is 99.81%, and users adopted an average of 9 items and a median of 8 items.
Twitter.
Twitter allows users to follow the activity of other users to see the updates they submitted or retweeted for recently. We collected whole chains of tweets containing URLs to monitor information propagations over the social network from Nov 2011 to Jul 2012. We started by monitoring URLs containing http://t.co 2 from the streaming APIs and collected the whole history of URL using the REST APIs. We keep monitoring activities of URLs until there is no more tweets containing it within 5 days from its last appearance, yielded 12.5 mil tweets. For this experiment, we removed all URLs that have been tweeted by fewer than 10 distinct users, which resulted in 27K URLs. To construct the item description, we merge all tweets containing the same URL. We focused the data further by selecting URLs that containing at least 5 terms and have been tweeted at least 5 distinct users and users who adopted at least 5 URLs, resulting in 6,526 URLs, 14,922 users, and 121,483 tweets. The sparseness of dataset is 99.87%, users adopted an average of 8 items and median of 6 items.
Performance of SGFS
We study the performance of SGFS inference algorithm on social media data by applying CTR on user-item adoption prediction task. After all the parameters are learned, we used in-matrix prediction with user's interest (u) and item's topic (v) and the point estimation of user i's rating for item j is r * ij ≈ u * i T v * j . We use recall@X to evaluate prediction performance. We consider a user bookmarking an article on CiteULike or tweeting a URL on Twitter as an item adoption event by a user with a rating of one, otherwise as a zero. 2 Twitter have been shortened all links posted in Tweets using t.co
We define recall@X as (num. of top-X items user adopts)/(total nu m. of items user adopts) and average recall values of all users to summarize performance of the algorithm. Note a better model should provide higher recall@X.
For KDD dataset, we use the answers provided by competition as ground truth. For CiteULike and Twitter data, we performed 5-fold cross validation. High data sparseness makes the prediction task extremely challenging, with less than one in a hundred chance of successfully predicting adoptions if items are picked randomly. We used a polynomial annealing schedule a(b + t) −δ for algorithm step size. We monitored the training dataset likelihood to select the values and used a = 1, b = 10 4 , and δ = 1.1 where step size ranges from 4 −4 to 2 −6 during 1e + 5 iterations. We take minibatch with n = 50 for KDD Cup, and n = 30 for CiteULike and Twitter. For CTR, we used λv = 100, λu = 0.01, and 50 topics.
We divide users into several classes depending on their activity level and show them in different color (Figure 2) . In KDD dataset, even though prediction performance differs for different classes, the recall@10 grows over all cases. On the other hand, for CiteULike and Twitter datasets, prediction performance, as measured by recall@50, degrades with more iterations of the inference algorithm. This occurs despite an increase in log likelihood, which suggests that parameter estimates continue to improve. This occurs because both datasets have a long tail containing few observations per variable: in these datasets more than 80% of users adopted fewer than 30 items, while fewer than 20% of users adopted more than 30 items. Because of the large population in the long tail, the overall accuracy of SGFS degrades with more iteration as errors propagate. Note that the number of users adopting at least 30 papers is 664, which is 2% of all users in our CiteULike data, and the number of users who tweeted at least 30 URLs is 192, which is 1% out of all users in our Twitter data, making it very sparse.
Performance of hSGFS
We address the challenge of long-tail parallelized data using a hybrid inference algorithm, described in the previous section. We evaluate the performance of the hybrid algorithm on the same prediction task. We used a polynomial annealing schedule with a = 1, b = 10 4 , and δ = 1.1 with momentum (m) as 0.7 and learning rate (µ) as 0.0005, 0.0001, and 0.0001 for KDD, CiteULike, and Twitter respectively. Depending on the fraction of data following Central Limit Theorem, we applied different µ and NCLT . For KDD, we use NCLT as 50 and for CiteULike and Twitter, we use NCLT as 30. We take 2000 iterations for burn in and collect samples from SGFS to update parameters. Figure 2 (d) , (e), and (f) shows the recall@X for in-matrix prediction for CTR. Compared to the original SGFS, hSGFS shows improved prediction performance for all iterations in all user categories in all three datasets. Furthermore, as the algorithm learns users in different categories correctly, errors coming from SGFS do not propagate. Note that, with the same settings, recall@X performance with Gradient descent is 0.51, 0.22, and 0.18 for KDD, CiteULike, and Twitter datasets respectively. hSGFS handily outperforms both SGFS and gradient descent on this prediction task.
Scalability of parallelized SGFS
We explore the scalability of parallelized SGFS by scaling up both the size of the mini-batch and the number of threads on a workstation with two Intel Xeon E5-2680 processors (8 cores at 2.7 GHz) and 64 GB of memory.
In parallelized SGFS, the gradient of the log-likelihood over the whole dataset is approximated by a mini-batch of n sample data points. When the size of mini-batch n for each variable is large enough for the Central Limit Theorem to hold, the posterior is close to Bernstein-von Mises approximation in SGFS. We vary n and see the trade-off between the prediction accuracy and the computation speed. With the small size of mini-batch, once we run algorithms long enough to cover most of the data, the accuracies of different mini-batch sizes become almost identical. As we decreases the size of mini-batch, per iteration CPU time decreases asymptotically. As long as the mini-batch size is large enough for the Central Limit Theorem to hold (about 20), we can improve the speed of inference by decreasing the size of mini-batch (Figure 3 (a) ). We can run parallelized SGFS algorithm on P processors to facilitate learning efficiency by splitting the number of users or items into P parts. Figure 3 (b) shows scale-up results as we increase the number of threads while keeping the mini-batch size constant at 200. The impact of the number of threads is much stronger than the size of mini-batch on computation time scale-up, mainly because of the nature of social media dataset, long tail distribution.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explored SGFS for mining social data. We showed that algorithm scales up with both the number of processors and the size of mini-batch. However, distributed SGFS fails to learn good models of long-tailed distributed data, resulting in poor prediction performance. In fact, many social media data sets have long tailed distributions, containing sparse regions with few observations per variable. To address this problem, and enable us to use SGFS for mining social media data, we proposed hSGFS algorithm by combining SGFS and Gradient descent to provide more efficient performance. Our method shows significant performance improvement in both speed and prediction accuracy. Such advantage could help mining large-scale data that follows long tailed distribution efficiently and without sacrificing accuracy. We believe that hSGFS is an initial step to further work on efficient MCMC sampling based on stochastic gradients on long-tailed distributed data.
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